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The regular season consists of each team playing 6 Matches each half.  The champion of each
half will be decided based on Matches won.  When two teams are tied for the championship of a
given half, then Head to Head results will determine the winner.  When more than two teams are
tied for the championship of a given half, then the total Sets won will determine the winner. [If a
tie still exists, then the Games Win-Loss percentage will be used.]  Individual Matches will be
decided on Set Scores, followed by Game Scores, followed by Court 1 singles results, if needed. 
An end of season championship match will be held only when different teams win the halves.

Team play will consist of 4 singles and 6 doubles Sets played on Tuesdays and Thursdays. [This
may change based on the total number of players in the league.]   FIRST HALF: Singles start
at 6PM and Doubles start at 7PM.  SECOND HALF: Doubles start at 6PM and Singles
start at 7PM.

Play will begin at 6:10PM except when court cleanup or other conditions delay the start of the
Match.  If there is an available court, players will initiate play or risk forfeiture of their Set.

The 7PM scheduled Sets will begin play in the order of court availability.  The number one Set
will play on the first open court, the number two Set will play on the next available court, etc.  If
a player is not yet available, the next lower seed will play on the available court.  A 7PM
scheduled Set is forfeited when a player is not present by 7:10PM and an available court exists.

Each Set will consist of a 10 Game Pro Set using regular scoring.  A 7 point tiebreaker will be
used when the Game score is tied at 10 all.

All play will be governed by USTA rules and The Code .  Team captains , GJTA officials, and1 2

other appointed individuals will help players follow these rules. Any of these individuals will
have authority to give warnings and enforce rules.

Captains will create the team lineups for each Match with the intent of fair play. Players of like
ability will be paired whenever possible. Teams that field lineups with the intent to create
mismatches between players of substantially different playing ability will be subject to scoring
penalties, reprimand, and the Match results will be considered “under dispute”.  Matches played
“under dispute” will be reviewed in a timely fashion by the men's vice-president and the
remaining uninvolved captains. If a team is found to be in violation of the intent of fair play and
the rules laid out here, that team's Match score for the Match in dispute will be adjusted as
follows: forfeiture of one Set (e.g. a Set score of 7 - 3 becomes 6 - 4) and forfeiture of ten Games
(e.g. a Game score of 83 - 46 becomes 73 - 56).  Final approval of any score adjustment will be
made by the GJTA Board and Officers.

Lineups will be exchanged by the team captains by 5:50PM.  No changes are permitted after the
exchange takes place.



Players selected in rounds one though five of the draft MUST play in the top three singles
positions OR in the top two doubles positions. The last 5 players chosen in the draft for each
team will NOT be allowed to play in the top three singles or the top two doubles positions. Only
captains and league officials will have knowledge of the draft pick order.

All forfeits will begin at the bottom of the singles or doubles lineup for that specified start time.

At the completion of a team Match, each captain will independently tally the Match score and
compare the results with the other captain. Double forfeits (both teams forfeiting in the same
position) are not scored.  Both captains must be in agreement regarding the final Match score
before leaving the courts.

Captains must report the total score, the individual players scores, and the lineup to the men’s
vice-president each week.  Accurate records must be maintained by each captain including lineup
sheets should questions arise about a particular Match. The winning captain will contact the
Tribune-Democrat with the scores on a timely basis following each Match.  The captains will
also provide the scores to Matthew Schmouder, so that the scores can be posted on the GJTA.org
website.

If a player defaults (cannot continue to play), the opposing player / team will be credited as
winning 10 Games (11 Games if in a tiebreaker or at 10 - 9 when the default occurs).  The
defaulted player / team will get credit for the number of Games already won.

If weather or other conditions cause a Match to be interrupted before five of the ten Sets are
completed, the entire Match will be rescheduled.

New players / late entrants can only be added to team rosters on a case by case basis by a
unanimous agreement of the team captains and the men's league vice-president.

Although available players from each team may sit out on any given week, every player will be
asked to play at least 3 times during each half.  The specific “unavailable” dates that were
supplied on the league application will not count against the player. Players are asked to notify
the men’s vice president in a timely fashion should this rule apply to them adversely.  Players
who agree to and then do not arrive to play in a given match, without good cause, may subject
themselves to disciplinary action.  All such matters will be brought to the attention of the GJTA
Board and Officers.
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